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ABSTRACT The development of few-mode fiber (FMF) has found numerous interesting applications in
optical sensing. Given the remarkable capabilities of FMF, optical sensors of novel functionalities can be
deployed. Here, we review the progress on state-of-the-art technology for FMF-based optical sensing. In
particular, we focus on utilizing FMF for multi-parameter and absorption-based sensing. Additionally, we
summarize the trials of using FMF as a compromise between single-mode fiber (SMF) and multimode
fiber (MMF) to develop optical sensors of higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and spatial resolution. A final
discussion on the main limitations of FMF-based sensors along with prospects for further research are
presented.

INDEX TERMS Few-mode fiber, mode-division multiplexing, optical sensors, optical fiber sensors,
machine learning

I. INTRODUCTION

F IBER optic sensors (FOSs) have undergone tremendous
growth and advancement over the last few decades,

given their unique advantages such as immunity to electro-
magnetic interference, miniature sizes, large scale multiplex-
ing, and harsh environment operation [1], [2]. Such unique
capabilities make fiber optics the preferred sensing platform
in a myriad of fields, including oil and gas industry [3],
structural health monitoring [4], healthcare sector [5], among
others [6], [7]. Generally, FOSs can be classified based on the
measurand’s spatial distribution to include point, integrated,
quasi-distributed, and distributed sensors [8]. The majority
of such FOSs are based on single-mode fiber (SMF), which
can be standard SMF, photonic-crystal fiber (PCF) [9], or
polarization-maintaining fiber (PMF) [10]. Other sensing
applications that require utilizing high optical power deploy
standard multimode fiber (MMF), which has a high power
threshold of nonlinearity [2].

Since SMF supports propagating a single spatial mode,
the operation characteristics of SMF-based sensors cannot
be easily tuned. Additionally, a sensing segment along SMF

is typically incapable of discriminating multiple sensing
parameters. For instance, the SMF-based Brillouin optical
time-domain reflectometer (BOTDR) typically resolves ei-
ther strain or temperature along the fiber [2].

On the other side of MMF-based sensing, using MMF as
a solution for multi-parameter sensing is also not recom-
mended due to the strong and often uncontrollable intermodal
coupling within the MMF. This intermodal coupling is an
inevitable source of noise in most of the MMF-based sen-
sors [11], which typically requires complicated systems to
be controlled [12]. Another example is the mode-dependent
absorption sensing, which relies on monitoring the intensity
change of a spatial mode, following the mode’s interac-
tion with a measurand. In an MMF, the modes’ intensities
keep rapidly changing along the fiber because of intermodal
coupling, even without interaction with a measurand. Thus,
the effect of intermodal coupling can significantly degrade
the performance of MMF-based mode-dependent absorption
sensors. As a result, there is a strong motivation to develop
compromise FOSs offering functionalities that cannot be
easily achieved using SMF- and MMF-based sensors.
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Few-mode fiber (FMF) is an ideal compromise between
SMF and MMF, which can develop optical sensors with
remarkable capabilities [13]–[16]. An FMF can support the
propagation of a few guided modes, up to a few tens, and
each mode can be used individually for optical sensing [17].
In contrast, a typical MMF can carry a few hundreds of
modes, and all the modes combined serve for sensing. It is
easier to control/limit intermodal coupling in FMF, compared
with MMF. This is because the most straightforward method
to reduce intermodal coupling is to increase the difference
between the propagation constant values of the modes [18].
Increasing the index difference between different modes is
relatively easy to achieve for FMF, which has a limited
number of modes, compared to MMF.

FMFs have recently benefited optical sensing for two main
reasons. On the one hand, various LP modes within an FMF
respond differently when subjected to external parameters
such as temperature, pressure, gas, etc. Consequently, mon-
itoring the various responses of the modes enables simul-
taneous measurements of multiple parameters and develops
new sensing techniques [16], [19]. On the other hand, FMFs
can offer traditional optical fiber sensors with higher signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) levels than those designed using the
standard SMFs and MMFs. This is because FMFs mitigate
intermodal coupling and modal dispersion that occur in the
typical MMFs, and FMFs further have higher power thresh-
olds of nonlinearity, compared with the standard SMFs [20],
[21].

In this paper, we review the different approaches and types
of FMF-based optical sensors. We first define and discuss the
mode transfer and calibration matrices, essentially used when
designing FMF-based senors. Next, we follow Fig. 1 to sum-
marize the various FMF-based sensing techniques. Consider-
ing the various reactions of spatial modes to external param-
eters, we summarize the different trials of multi-parameter
sensing using FMFs. Afterward, within the same sensing
category, we discuss the possibility of using the mode-
dependent absorption in FMFs to deploy extremely large-
scale sensing networks and to reconstruct spatial distributions
of gases that diffuse into an FMF, functionalities which are
almost impractical to realize using standard SMF/MMF. We
then review the experiments that enhance the performances
of fiber optic sensors using FMF, as a compromise between
utilizing SMF and MMF in such sensors. Finally, we point
out the main limitations of FMF-based sensors and future
directions of related research. This review aims to provide
a framework for utilizing FMFs in advancing FOSs.

II. MODE TRANSFER MATRIX AND CALIBRATION
MATRIX FOR FMF-BASED SENSING
FMF imperfections, including index inhomogeneity, bends,
and core ellipticity, cause coupling between modes, a phe-
nomenon known as intermodal coupling [22]. The inter-
modal coupling is described using a mode transfer matrix,
which maps any field launched into one end of the FMF with

FIGURE 1. The various approaches and types of FMF-based sensing.

the corresponding field generated at the other end [23], [24].
The transfer matrix comprises the coupling amplitudes and
phases (complex coupling coefficients) of the all modes sup-
ported by the FMF. Although it is important to investigate the
mode transfer matrix when designing an FMF-based sensor,
the mode transfer matrix has only been included in a limited
way.

The mode transfer matrix can be measured experi-
mentally using an optical vector network analyzer with
spatial-diversity [25], spatial light modulator (SLM) [26], or
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) processing [27]. Al-
ternatively, the following approach is typically adopted to
model the FMF’s transfer matrix [23], [24]. In this model,
the FMF is assumed to be a weakly guiding fiber, which
supports propagating a set of linearly polarized (LP) modes.
To simplify our analysis, we initially focus on the coupling
between the spatial modes without considering the coupling
between the polarization modes. The coupled mode equation
between the LPlm and LPl′m′ modes along the direction of
light propagation (z) can be expressed as [23], [28]:

dalm
dz

= −jβlmalm +
∑

l′m′ 6=lm

Clm,l′m′al′m′ , (1)

where alm and βlm are the complex mode amplitude and
the propagation constant of the LPlm mode, respectively. The
coupling coefficient Clm,l′m′ between the LPlm and LPl′m′

modes is defined as [23], [24]:

Clm,l′m′ =
k0cε0

4j

∫∫
∆n2(x, y)E∗lm(x, y)El′m′(x, y)dxdy,

(2)
where k0 denotes the free space wavenumber, c is the speed
of light in vacuum, ε0 is the free space permittivity, and
Elm(x, y) is the field distribution of the LPlm mode. The
refractive index perturbation ∆n2(x, y), which results in
intermodal coupling, may be caused by the residual birefrin-
gence, bending, core ellipticity, etc. Calculating ∆n2(x, y),
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caused by different perturbation sources, is described in [11].
In this model, the FMF is divided into M sections, where

the index perturbation is assumed to be independent of z
within each section [23]. Using this assumption, Eq. 1 can
be solved to give the following solution in a matrix form for
the ith section:

Â(Lseg) = exp((−jΓ̂ + Ĉi)Lseg)Â(0), (3)

where Â is a complex column vector containing the com-
plex amplitudes of the propagating modes, Lseg denotes
the section length, and Γ̂ is a diagonal matrix containing
the propagation constants of the all modes supported by
the FMF. Ĉi is a hollow square coupling matrix describing
coupling between guided modes, where its coefficients are
calculated using Eq. 2. Based on Eqs. 1 to 3, the complete
transfer matrix is therefore given as a product of M segment
matrices:

T̂ =

M∏
i=1

[exp((−jΓ̂ + Ĉi)Lseg)], (4)

where Lseg = L / M , and L is the length of the FMF. The
transfer matrix is square of a rank equals the number of
guided modes in the FMF. In case of further accounting the
coupling between the polarization modes (i.e., modes of two
orthogonal polarization states), the transfer matrix of Eq. 4
has to be extended, as described in [23].

For the mode-dependent interferometric and absorption-
based optical sensors, the transfer matrix should be con-
sidered and inverted to compensate for the modes’ power
and phase fluctuations. The inversion can be achieved using
MIMO processing [27], a SLM [26], or modeling [14]. The
impact of intermodal coupling might be easily compensated
or even neglected for the weak coupling regime [14], [22],
where the number of guided modes is small, the differences
between the modes’ propagation constants are large, and the
fiber imperfections are minimized. Consequently, step-index
two-mode fiber is commonly used for optical sensing. On
the contrary, when the intermodal coupling is strong and
rapid between many modes, it is difficult to compensate for
the intermodal coupling. Under the latter scenario, the inter-
modal coupling would enlarge the measurement uncertainty
producing unreliable sensing.

When using the mode-based multi-parameter sensing, the
spectral characteristics of the individual modes are typically
monitored. In this case, the power/phase fluctuations of the
modes do not have substantial impacts on the sensor perfor-
mance, especially for weakly-coupled FMF sensors of a low
mode-dependent loss. Instead, the conditions of the sensor
calibration matrix κ̂ is more important [29]. The calibration
matrix of an FMF-based sensor comprises the sensitivity
values, such as temperature and strain sensitivity, of the
FMF’s modes. Assuming there are M measurands, the FMF
should at least support the propagation of M modes, without
considering mode-degeneracy, in order to discriminate the
measurands. Under this scenario, the calibration matrix κ̂ can

be defined as:

κ̂ =

κ
Mode 1
Meas. 1 · · · κMode 1

Meas. M
...

. . .
...

κMode M
Meas. 1 · · · κMode M

Meas. M

 , (5)

where κMode n
Meas. m is the sensitivity of the nth mode to the mth

measurand, and n, m = 1, 2, · · ·M . The calibration matrix
κ̂ should be safely away from being singular; otherwise, κ̂
would enlarge the measurement inaccuracy, and the FMF-
based sensor would be useless. In mathematics, the con-
dition number of the calibration matrix is typically used
to estimate the sensitivity of the solution of a system of
linear equations [29]. The smaller the condition number of
the calibration matrix, the higher the discrimination accuracy.
Additionally, the calibration matrix has to be modified if
the FMF-based sensor has a cross-sensitivity [30]. In other
words, a sensitivity value is a function of more than one mea-
surand. Consequently, investigating the calibration matrix
is crucially important when designing a mode-based multi-
parameter sensor.

III. VARIOUS REACTIONS OF SPATIAL MODES TO
EXTERNAL PARAMETERS
A. MULTI-PARAMETER SENSING USING FMF
When an FMF supports propagating N modes, without con-
sidering mode-degeneracy, the FMF can sense in principleN
different parameters. The operation principle of FMF-based
multi-parameter sensors is mainly attributed to the different
effective refractive index (neff) values of the non-degenerate
spatial modes [31]. Consequently, for instance, the Bragg
wavelength of a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) or Brillouin
frequency shift (BFS) becomes highly mode-dependent in
an FMF. In other words, each spatial mode has a particular
distinctive sensitivity for measurands. Using the calibration
matrix [32], multi-parameter discrimination can be realized.
In this subsection, we summarize the trials of developing
discrete FMF-based multi-parameter sensors, and then we
discuss the distributed counterparts. Li et al. designed an
interferometric sensor using a polarization-maintaining FMF
(PM-FMF) such that the signals interference occurs between
the spatial modes [13]. The used experimental setup is
shown schematically in Fig. 2(a) where an erbium-doped
fiber amplifier (EDFA) generates a broadband spectrum light
coupled to a SMF. This light is transferred from the SMF
to the PM-FMF through the offset launch technique. The
PM-FMF supports propagating the LP01 and LP11 mode,
and by controlling the offset between the axes of the SMF
and PM-FMF, the two modes are equally excited within the
latter fiber. The PM-FMF is immersed in a water bath of
controllable temperature, and also a strain, not shown in
Fig. 2(a), can be applied to the fiber. The output light from
the distal end of the PM-FMF is coupled again to a SMF,
and the transmitted light is analyzed with an optical spectrum
analyzer (OSA). While changing the water bath tempera-
ture, the authors investigated the transmission spectra of the
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FIGURE 2. (a) Schematic of the PM-FMF interferometer temperature sensor.
Wavelength shift of the transmission minimum against temperature (b) and
strain (c) [13].

PM-FMF intermodal interferometer when injecting different
light polarization states. For the LP01x-LP11x and LP01y-
LP11y interference, the measured temperature coefficients
are 0.123 nm/◦C and 0.091 nm/◦C, respectively [Fig. 2(b)].
On the other hand, when stretching the PM-FMF, the strain
coefficients equal 1.97 pm/µε and 0.98 pm/µε for the LP01x-
LP11x and LP01y-LP11y intermodal interference, respectively
[Fig. 2(c)]. The intermodal interferometer has much less
temperature sensitivity, whose temperature coefficients are
7% (LP01x-LP11x) and 5% (LP01y-LP11y) of that of the cor-
responding (LP01x-LP01y) polarimetric interferometer. This
is likely attributed to the large modal birefringence in the PM-
FMF, compared with the polarimetric birefringence. In con-
trast, the intermodal interferometer shows a relatively high
strain sensitivity, which is comparable to that of a special-
designed PM-PCF-based strain sensor [33]. Consequently,
the PM-FMF-based intermodal interferometer is considered
an efficient temperature-insensitive strain sensor. Combining
the intermodal interference with the typical polarimetric in-
terference, which are normally very different, can result in
multi-parameter discrimination. Although the authors did not
provide experimental results for simultaneous temperature-
strain sensing, the approach would be straightforward. In
particular, the temperature-insensitive intermodal interferom-
eter can be used as a reference strain sensor when using
the polarimetric interferometer for temperature and strain
measurements.

Another trial was reported in [16] for temperature and
strain discriminative sensing, using paralleled Mach-Zehnder
interferometers (MZIs) in a few-mode multicore fiber (FM-
MCF). The used experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3(a)
where a supercontinuum optical laser (SCS, from YSL Pho-
tonics) injects light into a spatial fan-in/fan-out device such
that its output port is a single-mode MCF. The FM-MCF
is firstly rotated by 3° and then "sandwiched" between two
single-mode MCFs, via fusion splicing. This structure excites
many modes in the outer cores of the FM-MCF. Since the
effective refractive indices of the guided spatial modes are
different, the modes’ optical path differences accumulate
over the FM-MCF to create a MZI in the outer cores of the
FM-MCF. The optical spectra of the light transmitted through
the FM-MCF is analyzed using an OSA.

Fig. 3(b) shows the measured wavelength shift of the
transmitted light through the outer core 1 as temperature
changes, when the strain equals 0.0 µε. Similarly, when
fixing the temperature at 30 ◦C, Fig. 3(c) shows the rela-
tionship between the wavelength shift and strain for the light
transmitted through the same outer core (core 1). It was found
that the temperature sensitivities equal 105.8 pm/◦C and
223.6 pm/◦C while the strain sensitivities are 13.96 pm/µε
and 11.7 pm/µε for the outer core 1 and core 2, respectively.
Since these two outer cores have different responses to tem-
perature and strain, they can be discriminated by using the
calibration matrix of the cores, rather than the modes. The
condition number of the calibration matrix was calculated
to be 32, which is smaller than those of the counterpart
sensors designed using SMF/MMF [34], [35]. Consequently,
this design offers acceptable relative errors of 4.8% and 8.7%
for temperature and strain, respectively.

Another approach for multi-parameter sensing using FMF
is reported in [36]. In this work, simultaneous directional
curvature and temperature are monitored using a tilted FBG
written in an FMF that supports propagating four modes
(LP01, LP11, LP02, and LP21). The LP11 mode’s resonance
intensity depth in the tilted FM-FBG exhibits a curvature
sensitivity, while temperature tunes the Bragg wavelength
of the LP11 mode. Such observation facilitates the hybrid
sensing of the curvature and temperature.

The tilted FM-FBG is shown schematically in Fig. 4(a).
The LP11 mode’s transmission spectra of a 1° tilted FM-FBG
decreases against the applied curvature, with a slight change
in the resonance wavelength [Fig. 4(b)]. In contrast, Fig. 4(c)
shows a clear change of the LP11 mode’s Bragg wavelength
against temperature, with minimal variations in resonance
depth. This reported sensor offers discriminated measure-
ments of curvature and temperature with 9.15 × 10−4 m−1

and 0.952 ◦C resolution, respectively. A 2 × 2 calibration
matrix describes this sensor, which includes the sensitivity
coefficients that link the curvature and temperature changes
with the variations of resonance depth and Bragg wavelength.
However, this work lacks quantifying the relative error of
the curvature and temperature measurements. Calculating
the measurement uncertainty and the condition number of
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FIGURE 3. (a) Experimental setup of measuring temperature and strain using FM-MCF based MZIs. The Wavelength shift of outer core 1 as temperature (b) or
strain (c) varies [16].

the calibration matrix provide credibility in the performance
of the multi-parameter sensor. Another new approach for
distinguishing temperature and strain using a FBG written
in a panda-type PM-FMF was demonstrated in [15]. It was
observed that the intensity of the reflected light from the FBG
in this design varies sinusoidally with temperature and strain.
This intensity variation provides a phase that changes linearly
with temperature and strain. Thus, full discrimination of the
two sensing parameters can be achieved via wavelength and
phase modulation. The FMF in this experiment supports
propagating the LP01 and LP11 mode, and the polarization
state of the launched light is controlled using a polarization
controller (PC). As shown in the representative examples of
Fig. 5(a)/5(b), the reflection spectra (denoted as i, ii, iii, and
iv) of the LP01 and LP11 mode and their combinations at
different polarization states change with temperature/strain.
Focusing on the intensity of peak (iii), it exhibits large
fluctuations with temperature and strain. This simultaneous
wavelength shift and interrogated phase change of peak (iii)
can offer dual-sensing of temperature and strain, as shown
in Fig. 5(c). To evaluate the performance of this sensing ap-
proach, the efficiency of discriminating the temperature and
strain were investigated. This sensor offers a 98% discrimina-
tion efficiency, which is better than most counterpart methods
reported in the literature [37], [38]. Yang et al. experimen-
tally demonstrated simultaneous sensing of refractive index
(RI) and temperature of a solution using a cladless FBG writ-
ten in a two-mode fiber [30]. The Bragg wavelengths of the
two LP modes (LP01 and LP11) have different sensitivities to
the changes of RI and temperature. Fig. 6(a) shows the shifts
of the Bragg wavelengths associated with the LP01 and LP11

modes, as the RI changes. Obviously, the two modes exhibit
different sensitivities. Similarly, the FBG reflection spectra of

FIGURE 4. (a) Schematic of the tilted FM-FBG. Transmission spectra of the
1° tilted FM-FBG at different curvature (b) and temperature (c) values [36].
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FIGURE 5. Reflection spectra of the FBG written in PM-FMF with changing
temperature (a) and strain (b). (c) Intensity response of peak (iii) with
simultaneous temperature and strain change [15].

the LP01 and LP11 modes behave differently with changing
the solution’s temperature [Fig. 6(b)]. However, the authors
find that the temperature sensitivities of the LP01 and LP11

modes are functions of the RI, which requires modifying the
calibration matrix [Eq. 5], as follows:

∆λ01

∆λ11

∆λ

 =


κ01α κ01T κ01n

κ11α κ11T κ11n

0 0 κ01n − κ11n

 ·


∆α

∆T

∆n

 , (6)

where ∆λ01 and ∆λ11 respectively denote the Bragg wave-
length shifts of the individual LP01 and LP11 modes, and
∆λ is the spacing between the Bragg wavelengths of the
LP01 and LP11 modes. κlmα , κlmT , and κlmn represent the
cross-sensitivity between the temperature and RI, temper-
ature sensitivity, and RI sensitivity of the LPlm mode,
lm = 01, 11, respectively. The change in temperature and
ambient RI are correspondingly denoted as ∆T and ∆n, and
∆α = ∆T∆n. By inverting the 3×3 modified calibration
matrix, the RI and temperature can be simultaneously mea-
sured with ±8 × 10−4 RIU and ±1 oC deviations, respec-
tively, Regarding optical fiber distributed sensors, Brillouin

scattering based sensors have a long-standing challenge of
discriminating temperature and strain along SMF [2]. This
challenge exists because the BFS is dependent on tempera-
ture and strain along the fiber length. Therefore, in order to
simultaneously measure temperature and strain, an additional
Raman-based distributed temperature sensor is typically in-
stalled to offer temperature as a reference for the SMF-
based Brillouin sensor. Since the Raman signal is very weak
(60–70 dB weaker than the input pump power) [39], high
power is required to be launched into the optical fiber in
order to have a reasonable SNR. Consequently, to avoid
exceeding the fiber’s threshold power of nonlinearity, MMF
is the preferred platform for the Raman-based temperature
sensors [40]. Installing SMF and MMF to offer a hybrid
temperature-strain sensor increases the system complexity
and cost.

A cyclic Simplex coding was used to design a Raman-
based DTS along a SMF [41]. This technique could be com-
bined with the SMF-based BOTDR to discriminate tempera-
ture and strain along the SMF without the need for installing
additional MMF for temperature sensing. However, including
the cyclic Simplex coding with the BOTDR would sophisti-
cate the multi-parameter sensing system. Another trial was
reported in [42] for using a Brillouin optical time-domain
analysis (BOTDA) system, which employs two different
wavelengths to simultaneously resolve temperature and strain
along a bending-loss insensitive SMF. The two wavelengths
should be widely spectrally separated, e.g., 850 nm and
1550 nm. It was found that the ratio between the strain
sensitivity is different from that between the temperature
sensitivity at the two wavelengths. This leads to discrimi-
nating temperature and strain along the fiber. However, the
speciality SMF used in the experimental setup makes the
system unpopular and utilizing two wavelengths relatively
complicates the sensing system.

FMF solves this dilemma of discriminating temperature
and strain in Brillouin-based distributed sensors. This can
be realized because spatial modes in FMF have different
sensitivity values to temperature and strain, as demonstrated
in the following matrix representation [32]:

∆υ1B
...

∆υnB
...

∆υNB

 =


κ1vT κ1vε

...
...

κnvT κnvε
...

...
κNvT κNvε

 ·
(

∆T
∆ε

)
, (7)

where ∆υnB (n = 1, 2, · · ·N) is the BFS of the n-th mode,
κnvT , κnvε (n = 1, 2, · · ·N) are respectively the temperature
and strain sensitivity of the n-th mode, and ∆T /∆ε are the
change of temperature/strain. Using Eq. 7, a two-mode fiber
should be sufficient to simultaneously sense the temperature
and strain along the fiber.

Weng et al. introduced a single-end FMF-based distributed
BOTDR that can discriminate temperature and strain mea-
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FIGURE 6. (a) Changes of the Bragg wavelengths associated with the LP01 and LP11 modes with the variations of the solution’s RI. (b) FBG reflection spectra of
the two modes as the solution’s temperature changes [30].

surements along an FMF [32]. Using a heterodyne detection
technique, the presented BOTDR exhibits similar perfor-
mance as the two-end methods, such as the BOTDA, but with
a simpler setup and lower cost. In this system, a 1550 nm
distributed feedback (DFB) laser diode (LD) launches the
individual spatial modes, using a mode MUX, into a two-
mode optical fiber. The backscattered Brillouin signals of
the spatial modes are decomposed with a mode DEMUX
to be detected via a heterodyne receiver. Figures 7(a) and
7(b) show the BFS-dependence of the LP01 and LP11 modes
on temperature and strain, respectively. Obviously, the LP01

and LP11 modes have various sensing coefficients to the
temperature and strain. Using Eq. 7, the two measurands can
be simultaneously monitored. It is worth highlighting that
the maximum errors for the temperature and strain measure-
ments were estimated when only considering the uncertainty
induced by the BFSs from different modes and ignoring the
uncertainty of the temperature and strain sensitivity values.
Following this assumption, ±1.7 ◦C and ±39 µε temperature
and strain accuracy are estimated, respectively. A similar
technique of using a 5-mode FMF and the BOTDA method
to discriminate temperature and strain was successfully pre-
sented in [13]. In this work, the spatial modes were launched
into the FMF as a pulsed-wave-pump and a continuous-wave
(CW) probe. Again, the LP01 and LP11 modes experimen-
tally exhibit different temperature and strain sensitivities,
which allow the hybrid-sensing procedure. This paper offers
a proof-of-concept demonstration for temperature and strain
discrimination using the FMF-based BOTDA; however, fur-
ther study is needed to quantify the measurement uncertainty
of the reported sensor. In other words, the impact of the
calibration matrix’s condition on the temperature/strain mea-
surements is ignored in this study.

B. ABSORPTION-BASED SENSING USING FMF
The typical operation principle of fiber optic absorption-
based sensors relies on monitoring optical attenuation re-
sulted from the interaction of light, propagating within an
optical fiber, with absorptive material. The fiber optic sensing
segment is designed to reinforce such interaction based on
the absorptive material’s nature. In case that the absorptive

FIGURE 7. Calibration of temperature (a) and strain (b) sensing coefficients
for the LP01 and LP11 modes [32]. Adj., Adjusted.

material cannot diffuse into the optical fiber, for instance,
fiber taper or D-shaped fiber are conventionally used to
offer interaction between the evanescent field in the fiber’s
cladding region and absorptive material [43], [44].

Focusing on absorption-based sensors designed using
FMFs, different LP modes propagating within an FMF pos-
sess various spatial distributions. Consequently, spatial over-
laps between light propagating within the FMF-based sens-
ing segment and absorptive material should become highly
mode-dependent. By scanning interrogation signals in the
mode-domain via injecting different LP modes or their su-
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perposition into an FMF, novel sensing functionalities can be
designed. Figure 8 shows a representative example of an FMF
taper that acts as a sensing segment in an absorption-based
optical sensor. For simplicity, assuming that all spatial modes
have the same polarization within the FMF. The optical field
in the fiber E(x, y) can be represented as a superposition of
the LP modes: E(x, y) =

∑
lm a

lmElm(x,y).
l = 0, 1, ...
m = 1, 2, ...

(8)

By changing the values of the complex coefficients alm, an
infinite number of the combinations of LP modes can be
injected into the FMF-based sensing segment, in principle.
Such a unique option can reconstruct the spatial distribution
of absorptive material within and around the FMF. Ashry et

FIGURE 8. An illustration of the use of an FMF taper as a sensing segment.

al. demonstrated the possibility of reconstructing the spatial
distributions of absorptive chemicals that diffuse into an
FMF [19]. This is accomplished by measuring the optical
attenuation of multiple LP modes in the fiber and utilizing
a constrained nonlinear optimization algorithm. As a repre-
sentative practical implementation, the authors of this work
considered the example of hydrogen diffusion into a silica
FMF that supports propagating 17 LP modes [Fig. 9(a)]. Fig-
ure 9(b) shows the significant differences in the radial optical
intensity distributions of the LP01, LP02, and LP03 mode
within the FMF. Such variations in the modes’ spatial in-
tensity distributions originate the mode-dependent loss when
interacting with the hydrogen that diffuses into the FMF. The
reported algorithm efficiently reconstructs arbitrary hydrogen
distribution profiles, as the shown examples in Figs. 9(c)
and 9(d). Regardless of the initial guess of the gas spatial
distribution (dashed black lines), the reconstructed spatial
profiles (red squares) resemble the original ones (solid blue
lines) with reasonable accuracy, as presented in Figs. 9(c)
and 9(d). It is worth mentioning that the original gas spatial
distributions were theoretically and arbitrary selected, i.e.,
no experimental reference sensor was used to measure the
original distributions. Additionally, the authors investigated
the impact of intermodal coupling on the reconstruction
process. Even in a strong intermodal coupling regime, quite
reasonable results were achieved.

There are many applications for reconstructing spatial
distributions of gases diffusing into fibers [45]. For example,
in an oil-gas well, fiber optic sensors operate in extremely

challenging environments of temperature and pressure as
high as 300 ◦C and 2000 bar, respectively [3]. Such harsh
environments may result in hydrogen darkening, which is
a gradual temporal diffusion of hydrogen into the opti-
cal fiber. The hydrogen darkening changes the fiber’s re-
fractive index and significantly attenuates sensing interro-
gation signals. Reconstructing spatial distributions of hy-
drogen diffusing into fibers is important in studying fiber
losses [46], photosensitivity [47], and drift in the wavelength
of FBGs [48]. Another trial was reported in [14] for using an

FIGURE 9. (a) Hydrogen diffusion into an FMF. (b) Radial intensity distribution
of the LP01, LP02, and LP03 mode. Reconstruction of hydrogen spatial
distribution into the FMF for (c) Dist. 1 and (d) Dist.2 arbitrary spatial original
profiles [19]. Dist., Distribution.

FMF and mode-division-multiplexing (MDM) to construct
an absorption-based quasi-distributed sensing network that
combines high sensitivity with large-scale multiplexing. This
remarkable design is achieved by utilizing the low-loss fun-
damental mode (LP01) to transmit the interrogation signal
along the FMF and the high-attenuation LP02 mode for sens-
ing. The operation principle of this sensing network is sum-
marized in Fig. 10(a) where the fiber Bragg grating (FBG1)
is used with adaptive optics to ensure the interrogation signal
is purely the LP01 mode. Afterwards, the FBG2 converts part
of the incident LP01 signal into the LP02 mode for sensing.
The two sensing FBGs (FBG3 and FBG4) reflect only the
LP02 mode, and the ratio between their reflected signals is
linked to the attenuation within the sensing segment. The
remaining power of the incident LP01 mode continues to
serve as the interrogation signal in the remaining network.
As Fig. 10(b) shows, when ignoring intermodal coupling
within the network, the maximum number of sensors Nmax
that can be included in this network is 561 when the reflection
coefficients of FBG3 and FBG4 respectively equal 5.95%
and 20.80%. Afterwards, the mode transfer matrix was thor-
oughly considered when modeling the FMF-based sensing
network. The network can comprise up to 41 sensors in the
strong coupling regime, where the variance S represents the
strength of intermodal coupling [Fig. 10(c)].
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FIGURE 10. (a) Schematic of the FMF-based absorption sensor. Maximum
number of sensors allowed for the ideal quasi-distributed sensing network (b)
and at different intermodal coupling strength values (c) [14].

IV. FMF AS A COMPROMISE BETWEEN STANDARD
SMF AND MMF
Increasing the input power in a SMF is mainly limited
by nonlinear fiber effects, including self-phase modulation,
cross-phase modulation, four-wave mixing, stimulated Bril-
louin scattering, and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) [49].
In optical time-domain reflectometry (OTDR) based dis-
tributed FOSs, for instance, optical pulses of meter-scale
resolution are typically launched into the fiber. The pump
power of these optical pulses is mainly limited by the SRS
threshold, Pth, which can be expressed as [20], [49]:

Pth = 20
Aeff
gRLeff

, (9)

where Aeff is the mode effective area, gR denotes the Ra-
man gain coefficient, and Leff represents the effective fiber
length.

Compared to the standard SMF, FMF generally supports
higher input powers because FMF has a relatively larger
mode effective area, which allows a higher nonlinearity
power threshold [Eq. 9]. On the other hand, FMF is less
sensitive to intermodal coupling, and it mitigates modal
dispersion, compared with the standard MMF. Enhancing
the input power levels and reducing the effect of modal
dispersion through the use of FMF enable developing FOSs
with improved characteristics. For example, compared with
SMF- and MMF-based distributed FOSs, FMF can extend
the sensing range of distributed FOSs while maintaining
reasonable spatial resolution values [50]. The authors of [20]
investigated the performance of Raman-based distributed
temperature sensor (DTS) using a 2-mode FMF and a 4-
mode FMF, both operating in the quasi-single mode (QSM)
state such that only the LP01 mode is excited at the fiber
input. Figure 11(a) shows a representative example of the
temperature-distance trace when using the 2-mode FMF.
The authors of this work reported a temperature resolution
of about 7 ◦C and 6 ◦C for the 2-mode and the 4-mode
FMF, respectively, compared to a resolution of about 10 ◦C

FIGURE 11. (a) Temperature-distance profile recorded when using the
2-mode FMF. (b) RMS temperature resolutions of different fiber types [20].

for a standard SMF, at the same distance (20 km) and for
the same spatial resolution (3 m) [Fig. 11(b)]. The 2-mode
FMF outperforms the 4-mode FMF since the 2-mode one
has smaller losses when it is spliced with a SMF for the
QSM operation purpose. Meanwhile, the 2-mode FMF can
offer reliable temperature measurements with a high spatial
resolution (3 m) at a sensing range of 20 km, which is
difficult to be achieved via the standard MMF because of
modal dispersion. One major disadvantage of this work is that
the temperature resolution of the 2-mode FMF-based Raman
sensor is ∼6 ◦C, at 20 km distance, which is relatively low
compared with that of the MMF-based DTS [2]. One possible
solution would be designing an FMF-based circulator, which
would avoid the core mismatch loss between the SMF and
FMF.

Liu and co-workers designed and fabricated a graded-
index FMF (GI-FMF) for high temperature and spatial res-
olution Raman DTS [50]. Under the overfilled launch con-
dition, corresponding to the case when the spot size of the
beam is larger than the fiber core radius, the GI-FMF-based
Raman DTS achieves a temperature resolution of 1 ◦C at
a distance of 25 km and a spatial resolution of 1.13 m. In
contrast, an MMF-based Raman DTS achieves, at the same
distance, a spatial resolution of 2.58 m and a temperature
resolution of 0.7 ◦C [Fig. 12(a)]. The same GI-FMF-based
Raman DTS achieves a temperature resolution of 4.7 ◦C
at 25 km, under the QSM launch condition, compared to
6.9 ◦C at the same distance and the same spatial resolution
of 1 m, using a standard SMF [Fig. 12(b)]. The results of
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this work are a clear example of using FMF as a compromise
between SMF and MMF to offer DTS with a high spatial
resolution as well as a desirable temperature resolution over
a long measuring distance. Fiber optic distributed acoustic

FIGURE 12. The temperature resolution profile using the GI-FMF and
MMF (a) and GI-FMF and SMF (b) [50].

sensor (DAS), designed using the phase-sensitive optical
time-domain reflectometry (φ-OTDR), is another important
application that benefited from FMF. The functionality of
DAS depends on the coherent interference of the Rayleigh
signals reflected by scattering centers along the fiber [51]. As
a result, SMF is the preferred platform for DAS because SMF
supports propagating only the fundamental mode, which in-
hibits the interference noise originated from the higher-order
modes. However, FMF operating in a QSM state can improve
the SNR of DAS by allowing pumping higher optical powers,
and meanwhile, it relatively acts as SMF by exciting only the
fundamental mode into the FMF.

Mao et al. showed that the higher SNR offered by an FMF
enables higher resolution and sensing range compared to a
SMF, for DAS application [21]. In their investigations, the
authors used a two-mode fiber (TMF) working in a QSM
state. They reported that the TMF-based DAS recognizes a
vibration event, produced by a piezoelectric transducer (PZT)
cylinder, using two input high power levels of 1.34 W and
1.94 W. In contrast, for the same input power levels, the
SMF-based DAS fails to locate the position of the vibra-
tion source. Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show the differential
Rayleigh signals [52] when using the QSM-operated-TMF
and SMF at 1.94 W input power, respectively. Chen et al.
also demonstrated an SNR improvement for a φ-OTDR DAS
system by combining the backscattered Rayleigh signals of
the different spatial modes in a TMF [53]. However, the work

in [21], [53] should be extended to investigate the perfor-
mance of DAS systems designed using FMFs that support
propagating more than two modes. Such a generalized study
may significantly increase the sensing range of the commer-
cially available SMF-based DAS. As the FMF-based multi-

FIGURE 13. Differential Rayleigh signals when using the QSM-operated-TMF
(a) and SMF (b), at 1.94 W input power [21].

parameter sensing concept described in Section III-A, the
compromise FMF can also offer simultaneous measurands
monitoring. This is typically achieved via utilizing an FMF in
a QSM state to fulfill the requirements of SMF-based sensors,
such as DAS. Meanwhile, high power can be injected into
the FMF to realize the conditions of MMF-based sensors,
such as DTS. For example, Ashry et al. utilized a TMF
as a compromise between the standard SMF and MMF to
design a hybrid DAS-DTS system [54]. Using the center-
launching technique, the authors excited only the LP01 mode
into the FMF to satisfy the operation requirements of the
DAS and DTS. This design enables simultaneous measure-
ments of vibrations produced by a PZT cylinder [Fig. 14(a)]
and a temperature distribution of about 22 ◦C [Fig. 14(b)].
Although this work demonstrated an interesting and novel
multi-parameter sensing approach using a TMF, it lacks
characterizing the developed sensor thoroughly. For example,
the temperature resolution along the fiber should be provided.
Wu et al. reported utilizing a QSM-operated FMF to design
a novel Raman-Brillouin system for simultaneous distributed
curvature and temperature sensing [55]. By adding a Raman
filter to a conventional BOTDA setup, the authors separated
the Raman and Brillouin signals, in the wavelength-domain.
The recorded Raman signal is initially used to measure the
temperature profile along the FMF [Fig. 15(a)]. Meanwhile,
with the help of the measured temperature reference, the
Brillouin signal calculates the curvature distribution along
the FMF [Fig. 15(b)]. A curvature/temperature measurement
of a 0.33 cm−2/1.3 ◦C accuracy with a spatial resolution of
1.5 m is attained, even at the end of the FMF. This design is
very beneficial for a short sensing range (≤ 2 km); however,
the measurement accuracy values would degrade at longer
sensing ranges (∼ 10 km). Another interesting application of
using FMF instead of standard SMF/MMF is the ability to
sense within the OTDR dead-zone, as demonstrated in [56].
The OTDR dead-zone is defined as a distance along the
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FIGURE 14. Differential Rayleigh signals (a) and temperature profile (b)
measured using a QSM-operated-TMF in a hybrid DAS-DTS system [54].

FIGURE 15. Measured temperature (a) and curvature (b) profiles of the last
40 m of the FMF [55].

fiber where the OTDR cannot detect defects or measure
any event because of the high-power Fresnel reflections. By
using a 2-mode FMF and a photonic lantern between the
transmitter and the fiber, authors of [56] showed that it is
possible to overcome the dead-zone caused by the Fresnel
reflections at the fiber front facet. A general description of
this design is described in Fig. 16, where an N -to-1 input-
output mode MUX/DEMUX is added between the OTDR
and the FMF. Light is launched in the LP01 mode port. The
Fresnel reflection from the circulator and the FMF’s front
facet occur only for the injected LP01 mode, while the other
recorded signals from the high-order mode ports are dead-
zone free.

V. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS OF
FMF-BASED OPTICAL SENSORS
Although FMF has proved the ability to design unique optical
sensors, there are still some limitations when deploying FMF
for multi-parameter sensing and large scale MDM sensing
networks. FMF’s intermodal coupling is considered the main
drawback of using FMF in optical sensing [22]. In particular,
intermodal coupling creates significant intensity and phase

FIGURE 16. Dead-zone free OTDR using an FMF [56].

noise for the complex coefficients of the FMF modes, which
degrade the performance of FMF-based sensors. The impact
of intermodal coupling becomes severe as the number of
spatial modes increases within an FMF. Consequently, in the
literature, the multi-parameter sensing trials using an FMF
are typically limited to monitoring two measurands. Addi-
tionally, the impact of intermodal coupling is accumulated as
the modes travel along an FMF, which consequently limits
the scale of MDM sensing networks.

Several conventional techniques have been reported to
mitigate intermodal coupling in FMF, including MIMO pro-
cessing [27] and adaptive optics [57]. However, such meth-
ods require using complex experimental setups and huge
computational resources, especially for a large number of
spatial modes. Recently, machine learning (ML) methods
have been introduced to perform mode decomposition in
FMF. Such ML-based techniques would, in real-time, facili-
tate calculating FMF’s mode transfer matrix, which can then
be inverted to overcome the effect of intermodal coupling
completely [26]. For example, An et al. reported a deep-
learning-based technique to determine the modal amplitudes
and phases in 3-mode and 5-mode optical fibers [58]. A con-
volutional neural network (CNN) is trained with simulated
intensity profiles of the modes supported by the FMF, while
the network performance is evaluated using simulated and
real beam profiles. The used CNN comprises 7 blocks where
the filter size of the first convolutional is set to 3 × 3 × 1,
as the input intensity images are grayscaled [Fig. 17]. The
authors reported average prediction errors for the modal
amplitude weights of 0.5% and 1% for the 3-mode and 5-
mode FMFs, respectively, when using the simulated data.
The reported average prediction errors for the modal phases
are 0.7% (1.3%) for the 3-mode (5-mode) FMF, using the
simulated data. The average amplitude weights and phase
errors increase to 2.3% and 4.9%, respectively, for a 10-
mode FMF. In the future, we believe that ML methods will
play a crucial role in developing FMF-based sensors. Given
the high accuracy of mode decomposition realized by ML,
more than two measurands can be simultaneously sensed
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FIGURE 17. Schematic of the CNN used for the mode decomposition [58].

using FMF. Notably, in real-time, the intensity/phase of the
individual modes would be well monitored and linked to
the sensing parameters. Additionally, the ML-based mode
decomposition algorithms would help compensate for the
impact of intermodal coupling within an MDM sensing net-
work, expanding the scale of such networks. Alternatively,
without mode decomposition, ML would directly link the
changes of the modes’ intensities, patterns, spectra, phases,
etc. with different measurands, which might open up new
research directions.

VI. CONCLUSION
The progressive development of FMF-based sensors has
mainly resulted from the FMF’s unique capabilities, which
cannot be offered by standard SMF/MMF. In this review,
we have provided a comprehensive summary of the different
types and operation principles of FMF sensors. We have
initially highlighted that various modes propagating within
an FMF have different neff values and spatial distributions.
Such FMF characteristics cause different modes to interact
differently with sensing measurands. Consequently, FMF
resolves long-standing challenges, such as simultaneous dis-
tributed sensing of temperature and strain. By scanning
sensing interrogation signals in mode-space, FMF can also
reconstruct spatial distributions of chemicals that diffuse into
the FMF. We have further presented the trials of using FMF
as a compromise between standard SMF and MMF to design
FMF-based sensors with higher SNR and spatial resolution.
For example, a QSM-operated FMF can be used to design
DAS and DTS with improved specifications, compared to
the counterparts designed using standard SMF and MMF,
respectively. Finally, we have discussed intermodal coupling
as the main limitation of FMF-based sensors; however, ML
methods are expected to efficiently resolve this challenge in
the near future.
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